Year Group: 1
F

The Big Bad Wolf

Curriculum Overview

Spring Term 1 - 2021

English

Science

In English we will be learning how to sentence
stack using lenses from the writing rainbow to
help us.
We will be writing stories that involve the Big Bad
Wolf.
(Little Red Riding Hood and the Three Little Pigs.)
We will focus on using capital letters, full stops,
finger space, question marks and the conjunction
and.

This term we will be carrying out simple tests to
help us find out about he properties of everyday
materials,

Topic

Art

In our Geography lessons this term our focus will be
geographical skills and field work. We will be learning
simple compass directions and using location and
direction language to describe routes on a map.

Our art work will be linked to our theme of wolves. We
will be using a range of materials to design and make
pictures and models.

PSHE and Wellbeing

P.E.

In our PSHE this term our focus is Dreams and Goals.
We will be learning to recognise our feelings when we
succeed in meeting our learning challenges. We will
understand how we feel when we store our positive
feelings and how they can help us in our future
learning.

We will participate in daily physical challenges and being
to understand that not only does this improve our
physical wellbeing, but also our mental wellbeing.

We will be comparing their different properties and
seeing which materials is the right one to choose
for a particular job, such as building a strong house,
keeping a cake dry, or insulating a cold or hot drink.

Maths:
This term in maths our focus will continue to be on
addition and subtraction. We will be using the
subtraction symbol, investigation fact families and
number bonds. We will continue to practise counting
backwards and forwards in steps of 1.
As well as this we will be recognising, naming and sorting
2D and 3D shapes.

How you can help:
-

Encourage your child to read with you at home and
share stories together as a family.
Help them to become resilient by challenging them
to ‘have a go’ at new experiences.
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Value: Courage

Value: Co-operation

Learning Power: Resilience/Tough Tortoise

Learning Power: Reciprocity/Team Bee

Persevering with tricky tasks, being absorbed
in learning, managing distractions

Collaborating with others, empathy and
listening, imitating/constructively adopting
ideas

Value: Confidence

Value: Curiosity
Learning Power: Resourcefulness /Curious Cat
Asking questions, making links between
learning, imagining, using resources

The Learning Pit
Learning should be challenging – it should make you think and
take you out of your comfort zone. The Learning Pit
encourages learners to take risks, use their learning powers
and understand the power of perseverance. There is no “I
can’t” just “I can’t yet..”

Learning Power: Reflectiveness/Reflective Owl
Planning what resources are needed and how
to approach tasks, revising, reviewing and
editing, distilling/learning from experience

